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Three Exercises to strengthen Clairsenence
(Clear feeling)

Do exercise 1 and follow with Exercise 3. This will help shi any negave energies you may pick up from 
"1" and allow nature to absorb and transform them into posive energy. 

NOTE: It’s okay to do Exercise 2 the next morning, especially if you are an empath and feel you’ve received 
too much energy during Exercise 1.

eercise 1 (Clairsenence)

Protect yourself and then go to a place during its busiest me for about 20-30 minutes (Starbucks, Panara 
Bread, the mall, etc.). Sit where you can feel the energy around you. Don't get wrapped up in the energy or 
absorb it, but rather just "feel" and be aware of what you are feeling. If a baby is crying, try and pick up on 
what is wrong and why they are crying.  Write everything down in your journal.

NNOTE: If you decide to go to a restaurant at its busiest me, do not eat! I did so with this exercise and had 
the worst case of indigeson as I was eang. I actually had flip-flops on my feet at the me and took them 
off to feel the energy of the floor. The vibraon was quite powerful, especially aer I’d sat there for a while 
just feeling. A er this exercise, you may want to breathe some fresh air outside (deep breaths), do Edgar 
Cayce’s “Jangle” exercise and/or Donna Eden’s 5-minute roune. The Violet Flame would be excellent as 
well to remove any negave debris that you may have picked up in your aura. As noted above, Exercise 3 
would be a would be a good touch following this exercise as well.       
             
Exercise 2 (Clairsenence)

Protect yourself, and go to a place that is normally busy, but is now quiet (example: a shopping mall before 
the shops open, 7am at Walmart, a restaurant when there’s hardly anyone there aer their rush hour). Do 
so for about 20-30 minutes. Walk about and feel the energy surrounding you. Noce how it feels. As you 
go throughout your day, take note of how the energy changes around you at certain mes and places. Also 
take note of how you feel the more you get used to it. Journal what you feel.          

                      
Exercise 3 (Clairsenence)

WWalk in nature. Sit by some trees and plants and wallow in their energy. Can you feel the energy with your 
hands? What does the energy feel like around you? The energy of a plant? A flower? Hug a tree. Is it re-
charging? Journal what you feel.  

 


